
First Call Summary for July 9 - 14 as July 7 - 12 

The actual timing for the First Call could possibly be on July 9-11 in Israel's time, and July 7-
12 is actually the SAME as July 9-14 by mirroring each other through the misalignment of 3 
calendars of Jewish, Enoch and Elijah. Both July 7 and 9 have Tammuz 22, therefore they can 
be seen equally as on June 23 were both Tammuz 6 = Tammuz 8 and June 24 got Tammuz 7 
= Tammuz 9. Basically, just see them as living in the SAME house.  

 

Part of Av lies in July, but it wouldn't be as perfect as Tammuz, because Tammuz lies on June 
(ides of March - month 3 Sivan) to match the prophecies that were pointing to June 6 & 7 = 
June 8 & 9 = Tammuz 8 & 9. Tammuz consists both June and July; therefore Tammuz 6 is 
equal to July 6. Some of us thought it was March, April, May and June, but July consists ALL 
of these months. Tammuz is month 4 and can be seen as April, and July 9 - 43 days landed 
on May 28 in relation to comet Ison November 28 disaster because of their February 
relationship. Therefore July is a perfect month! 

Gregorian August lies around halfway of Av, and the harvest season of figs in Israel is around 
August to September, therefore July is very possible to be the First Call that fits the untimely 
figs of Revelation 6:13 and because we're still in Jubilee year 120. After September could be 
a NEW beginning, because it will be out of 120 years boundary according to God's tolerance 
of 120 years in Genesis 6:3. At 120 degrees would be exactly pointing to July on the wheel, 
therefore the 7 days of warning starts the count from July 1. July 1 got both Tammuz 14 & 
16, and by the maximum boundary of Tammuz 16 would be July 3's Tammuz 16. On July 3 
was the 1st day of warning that leads to the 7th day warning on July 9.  

June 26 was the day of the legalization of gay marriages nationwide in America, and 
interestingly, both Tammuz 9 and 11 were on that date. Since Tammuz 9 & 11 is as July 9 & 
11, therefore the judgments coming will be directly pointing to the sin of homosexuality. 
July 9 & 11 will still be in the Pentecostal boundary because Tammuz 9 & 11 was the 
Pentecostal dates. July 11 needs the Pentecost's date as well to match the pattern of wave 
sheaf offering, which represents the elevation of the bride of Christ to paradise.  

See how Revelation 6 is related to Revelation 9 and they make up 69 as the cancer 
constellation again! This is confirming July 6 's sunset to sunset setting that merges into July 
7 in Israel's time and leading up to July 9's first call. As mentioned before 6 = 8 and 7 = 9, 



therefore, July 8's sunset to sunset setting will be merging with July 9 (actual Israel's time to 
begin the events), then July 11 first call to paradise.  

 

Since July 9 = July 11, see the crucifixion verses of Luke 23:26-30, especially verse 30 "Then 
shall they begin to say to the mountains, Fall on us; and to the hills, Cover us." This seems to 
sound like Revelation 6:16 "And said to the mountains and rocks, Fall on us, and hide us 
from the face of him that sitteth on the throne, and from the wrath of the Lamb:" 
Therefore, July 11 could be playing the sixth seal's global earth shaking.  


